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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The TIP matresses in suede are offered in multiple sizes in order
to fit to workers need. They are recommended for restraining
work position, especially when working close to the ground.
With its fireproof material, it becomes an ideal supplement for
welding work.

This type of mattress greatly improves comfort
when workers must complete tasks in difficult
positions without a chair. Combined with
frequent position changes, this equipment delays
muscular fatigue and promotes worker efficiency.
The mattress also protects the knees.

ENVIRONMENTS & BENEFITS
(( Welding
(( Aerospace
(( Industrial

(( Reduce discomfort and fatigue associated with tasks done while kneeling
or lying on the ground
(( Limit the pressure points on joints when working on hard surfaces
(( Fire-resistant material designed for welding
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SPECIFICATIONS
SIZE

(( Custom made

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
COVERING

(( Suede / Welding Grade (Black)

WARRANTY POLICY
LIMITED LIFETIME GUARANTEE – ERGONOMIC PRODUCTS: Synetik design guarantees all their products against manufacturing defaults for a full ten (10) years following the date of
purchase. The frames of the stools, the pneumatic cylinder and all fixed features of the stool are guaranteed for life. Any moving mechanical parts are covered for ten (10) years. This guarantee does not apply to products needing replacement due to normal wear and tear, due to negligence, obvious abuse, or any damage caused in transport or any use of the product not in
conformity with the included instructions and hazard warnings. Synetik design offers no other guarantee against wear other than the applications indicated within this document. Synetik
design will not be held responsible at any time for any damages received, interests accrued, direct or indirect losses, incidental or consequential losses, repeated losses or damages. This
guarantee applies only to regular use, meaning a standard eight (8) hour work day, and for use by an individual with a maximum weight of 350lbs.
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